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Interview with Joshka SCHIDLOW1 on November 1, 2018 
Paris, France 

 
WAV M4197006      1 hour 4 minutes  35 seconds  
 
Joshka (Joseph) SCHIDLOW was born on September 16, 1943, in Lyon, France. He believes that the 
doctor who delivered him was a Dr. Trillat, who took care of many Jewish women during the 
occupation. 
 
His father, Léon Schidlow, and his three brothers came from a religious family in Tarnow, Poland. 
Their two sisters, Hilda and Toshka, remained in Poland and eventually married and had children2. 
The four brothers moved to Germany and finally to Belgium to make their fortune. Some of them 
became involved in the diamond trade. Léon opened a boutique where he sold furs. 
 
His mother, Rosa Silberman, and her sister Regina (Régine) grew up in Germany. The family, of 
partially Czech heritage, moved to Belgium in the 1930’s. That is where Léon and Rosa met and 
married in 1937. Neither Léon nor Rosa were religious, but they did celebrate Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur and their sons were bar mitzvahed. The first thing they did after the war was to have 
their son circumcised. 
 
After Belgium was invaded by the Germans in 1940, Joshka recounts how a German officer came 
to his parents’ boutique to purchase something and after a friendly conversation, warned them 
that they should close up shop and flee as soon as possible, that they were in danger. They 
obtained credible fake identity papers in Belgium. 
 
Léon, Rosa, Regina and her husband, their parents, and some other family members including an 
infant, started a journey towards the unoccupied zone in France. There were problems with some 
of the family keeping money that was supposed to be given to passeurs, but never was handed 
over, leaving the family stranded. While trying to cross the demarcation line at Châlons-sur-Saône, 
a group was arrested, including Regina and her husband Iga Szmulko, later sent to Buchenwald, 
and the Silberman parents, who were released and later sent by their daughters to a farm outside 
of Lyon. 
 
Apparently, with diamonds and cash Léon had brought with him, the family managed to subsist, 
changing apartments frequently. Rosa had not intended to have a child, but heard that being 
pregnant might be a protection for the Jews. After Joshka’s birth, he was taken to the countryside 
to be entrusted to a woman who was paid to take care of him, but he refused to take nourishment 
and was dying of infant anorexia. Rosa and Regina came to visit and the more practical and level-
headed Regina decided that the baby should return with them to Lyon and bear the fate of the 
entire family. From then on, Joshka became Regina’s favorite nephew – the child she never had. 
 

                                                            
1 Obviously, much of the information about the circumstances of his birth and early childhood were 
recounted to him later, as was the family history and events preceding his birth. Mr. Schidlow is one of the 
last surviving members of a once-extensive family from Tarnow, Poland, and the last surviving member of 
his immediate family.  
2 It is not clear when those in Belgium found out, but the Schidlows who remained in Tarnow were executed 
by the Einsatzgruppen. 
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After France and Belgium were liberated, the family returned to Brussels, where they lived in the 
neighborhood around the Gare du Nord, in the commune of Schaerbeek, then a Jewish quarter. 
They could not return to their boutique or apartment. Léon went to work in the diamond trade in 
Antwerp. Rosa, beautiful and elegant, opened a shop for women’s clothing. In May, 1945, Joshka’s 
brother Charles was born. The family spoke French at home, although the parents spoke German 
and all of them understood Flemish. 
 
Joshka did well in public schools that were “mixte” – that is, had girls and boys in the same class. 
He maintains that he didn’t suffer from antisemitism, but that he himself made fun of and taunted 
one of his fellow Jewish students until Léon met the boy’s father and pointed out how his 
classmate was suffering and told him to stop. 
 
At the age of 16, Joshka opted for Belgian nationality, though he was born in France, because 
France was then at war in Algeria. He noted that at the same time, his parents obtained “la petite 
nationalité” or a nationality with a lesser status, not allowing them to vote. 
 
After studying sociology at the Université Libres de Bruxelles, Joshka became an administrator at 
the Belgian National Theater in 1970. In 1972, he moved to Paris and started doing opinion polls 
for a consulting service. One of the subjects was, “What is the life you dream of living?” 
 
Following his passion for cinema, he became the film reviewer for a widely-read T.V. guide, 
Télérama, then a theater critic. He now has a blog on the theater, Allegrothéâtre. 
 
It would seem that oddly enough, the war had a more dramatic effect on his younger brother 
Charles, born just as it ended, than on Joshka. This is evoked in the interview. 
 
Joshka has a large number of family photos of people who perished or were scattered across the 
globe. He is the keeper of this treasure that represents the memory of this family, almost entirely 
obliterated during the Holocaust. He was kind enough to let the Museum scan many of them and 
they are accessible in the USHMM Photo Archives. 
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